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Boundary Value Prohlems for Systems of Linear Partial
Differential Equations with Regular Singularities
Toshio Oshima

A concept of systems of linear partial differential equations with
regular singularities and their boundary value problems were introduced
by [K-O]. A typical example is the Laplacian LI=(l-lzlzyaZjazaz on the
unit disc in the complex plane C, which has regular singularity along the
boundary of the disc. In this case S. Helgason proved that any eigenfunction of LI can be obtained by the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction on
the boundary. The inverse correspondence is given by the map of taking
the boundary value of the solution, which was defined in [K-O]. In
general any simultaneous eigenfunction of the invariant differential operators on a Riemannian symmetric space of the non-compact type can be
given by the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction on a boundary of the
symmetric space. The main purpose of [K-O] was to prove this statement and in fact it was solved in [K-K-].
When we consider a realization of a Riemannian (or semisimple)
symmetric space in a nice compact manifold (cf. [0 2] and [O-S]), the
invariant differential operator has regular singularities along the boundaries. Hence for a deeper analysis on a symmetric space, we need a deeper
study on systems of differential equations with regular singularities. This
is a main motivation to write this paper and several applications of this
paper to this subject will appear in subsequent papers. One of them will
be found in [MaO].
We will mention some differences between [K-O] and this paper. In
this paper we discuss a system of differential equations which has not
necessarily one unknown function but finitely many. This enables us to
study a system of differential equations defined in a vector bundle over a
symmetric space. Moreover in [K-O] we only consider a system of
differential equations whose number equals just the codimension of the
boundary. But here we remove this restriction and we can consider more
equations that the sol).ltion satisfies. Then the boundary value of the
solution may satisfy some equations. These induced equations will be
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discussed in Section 6. As another result of the removal of this restriction,
we will see that the definition of the boundary value of a function does
not depend on equations that the function satisfies.
The most important difference is the following: In [K-O], to define
boundary value of a solution of a system of differential equation with
regular singularities, we needed a some restriction on the characteristic
exponents of the system. Here we also remove the restriction but define
the boundary value in a coordinate neighborhood. After that we will
consider when the definition of the boundary value has nice properties
with respect to coordinate transformations. Let us consider the equation

where A is a complex number and C is a non-negative number. This
equation has regular singularities along the hypersurface defined by t = o.
The indicial equation equals (s - A)(S - A-1) = 0 and the characteristic
exponents are A and A+ 1. The solution u(t, x) of the system on the
domain defined by t > 0 is ofthe form
u(t,

x)=~MX)tA(1- Ct

log t)+sOl(X)t A+ 1.

In this paper we call sOo(x) and sOl(X) the boundary values of U(f, x) with
respect to the characteristic exponents A and A+ 1, respectively. If we use
a coordinate system (f', x) with f' =af(a>O), then

Under the coordinate system (t', x), the pair of the boundary values
(sOo(x), sOl(X)) changes into (sOo(x)a-., (sOl(x)-sOo(x)Clog a)a-.l- 1). In [K-O]
we defined only the boundary value sOo(x)@(dt)l because its definition does
not depend on the choice of local coordinate systems. We remark here
that if sOo(x)=O, then sOlx)@(dt).l+1 has the same property. This important
phenomenon will be discussed in Section 4.
In the first two sections we give preliminary results concerned with
micro-differential operators. In Section 3 we define a system of differential
equations with regular singularities and study its micro-local structure.
In Section 4 we define boundary values of solutions of the system and give
elementary properties of the boundary values. In Section 5 we study the
solutions whose boundary values are all analytic. These solutions are
called ideally analytic and were studied by [K-O] in a simple case. In the
last section we discuss the induced equations that the boundary values
satisfy. These equations are especially important to consider boundary
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value problems for several boundary components of a symmetric space.

§ 1. Micro-differential operators
In this section we define some notation used in this paper and give
some properties of micro-differential operators.
We denote by N, N+, Z, R, R+ and C the set of non-negative integers,
positive integers, integers, real numbers, positive real numbers and complex
numbers, respectively. For a ring R and positive integers m m z and m,
M(m m z; R) denotes the set of matrices of size mj X m z with components
in R, (r i j ) denotes an element of M(mh m z; R) whose (i,j)-component is
rd1<i;;;'mh l<j<m z) and Rm denotes M(I,m;R). Then we can
naturally define the map of M(m m z; R)XM(mz, m 3 ; R) to M(mh m 3 ; R).
Moreover R[X] denotes the ring of polynomials of I-variables X = (X X z,
.. " Xl) with coefficients in R (l E N) and R[x](m) denotes the set of
polynomials in R[X] of degree at most m.
For a sheaf.?F on a manifold we denote by.?F p and .?F(U) the stalk
of .?F at a point p and the set of sections of .?F over an open subset U,
respectively.
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n=1 +n with a local
coordinate systems Z=(Zh .. " z,.), T* X the cotangent vector bundle of X
with a local coordinate system
j ,

j,

j ,

j,

and (!J x (resp. (!JT*X) the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X (resp. T* X).
The projection of T* X onto X will be denoted by 1rx. Let:» x (resp. ,gx)
be the sheaf of differential (resp. micro-differential) operators on X (resp.
T* X) of finite order (cf. Chap. II in [S-K-K]). Then:» x =1rx,gx. For
any m in Z we denote by ,grr> the sheaf of micro-differential operators of
order at most m and by (!J~~.1- the sheaf of homogeneous holomorphic
functions of degree m with respect to r; on T* X. For an open subset U
of T* X every section P(z, D z) of ,gcP)(U) is of the form
P(Z, D z )=

L:

P/z, D z )

j~m

where P/z, r;)
(1.1)

E

(!Jr;Jx(U) for allj

E

Z and satisfy

lim \/[P _i(Z, 0) [Kli! < 00

i ...... oo

for any compact subset K of U. In general for a subset B of U and an
e1ement!=(fij) E M(mh m z; (!JT*xCU», we put
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The map am of taking the principal symbols of ~:r:m) onto @t~l is defined
by am(P) =Pm(z, 7]) and for any section (Qij) of M(ml' m 2; ~ x) we define
ord Q=max {ord Qij; 1~i;;:;ml' 1~j;;:;m2} and a(Q)=(aordiQij)). If
U =1!"XI(V) with an open subset V of X, P;(z,7]) are polynomials of 7] and
Pj=O for any j<O. In this case Plz, 7]) is of the form

with Pa E @x(V) and P is the differential operator L.aENnpa(z)D;. Here
7]a=7]r'·· .7];;n, D.=(a/azl, ... , a/azii), D;=aa'/az,{'·· ·aaii/az;;n and lal=a l
+ ... +an for any a=(al> .. " an) E zn. Let <ff:r:m ) be the sheaf of formal
micro-differential operators of order at most m, i.e., <ff:r:m ) = lim ~';') /~C;).
Therefore the growth condition (Ll) is omitted for <ffcp). We put <ffx=
UmEZ<ffcp). Then we have the following algebraic properties of microdifferential operators:
Proposition 1.1 (§ 3 Chap. II in [S-K-K]).
( i ) !?#x, ~ x, ~!2), <ffx and <ff!2) are coherent Rings and their stalks are
noetherian rings from the both sides.
(ii) <ffx is faithfully flat over ~ x and ~ x is flat over 1!"XI!?# x'

(iii) Let vIt/.~vlt2.!vlt3 be a complex of coherent ~ x-Modules and let
vltjO) be a sub-~!2)-Modules of vltj such that ifJ(vltiO))cvlt~O), "",(vIt~O))cvlt~O)
and ~ xvltjO) = vIt j (j = 1, 2, 3). If the induced complex vltiO) / ~<Xl) vltiO)-+
vIt~O) / ~<Xl) vIt~O) -+vIt~O) / ~:r:-l) vIt~O) is an exact sequence, then vltiO) -+vIt~O)-+
vIt~O) and vltl-+vlt2-+vlt3 are also exact.
A coherent left ~ x-Module vIt is called a system of micro-differential
equations and its support is called its characteristic variety. Assume that
vIt has N unknown functions Ui, .. " UN, i.e., vIt is generated by ul , •• "
UN' Let u be the column vector of length N whose i-th component is Ui
and /' a left sub-~ x-Module of (~X)N which annihilates u. Then u is
isomorphic to (~X)N//,. The symbol Module / ofu is a sub-@T*x-Module
of (@T*X)N generated by principal symbols a(P) of sections P of /' and a
system {PI' .. " PM} of sections of /' is called an involutive base if a(P l),
.. " a(PM ) generate /.
Let U be an open subset of T* X, m and m' integers and mj positive
integers U= 1,2,3). For a P in M(ml' m 2; <fftn:l(U)) and a subset B of U
we define
(1.2)
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by denoting P = LIJEZPlz, D.) with Piz, r;) E M(mb m z; (!)¥'!x(U». Then
M(mb m z; J'xmJ(U» is a Frechet space with the semi-norms I Ix,l< where
K runs through the compact subsets of U and k runs through Z.
Under the topology the map (P, Q)>-+PQ of M(mb m z; J];'J(U» X
M(mz, ma; J'xm'J(U» to M(m" ma; J];'+m'J(U» is continuous.
Lemma 1.2. Let / be a coherent left sub-Jx-Module of (J x)N. We
put /(m)=/n(J'xmJ)N for every min Z and ./(0)=/(0)//(-1). Let
Qb ... , QM be sections of /(0) such that qo(Q,), ... , qO(QM) generate the
(!)!J2x -Module ./(0) in a neighborhood of a point p of T* X -x. Then there
exist an open neighborhood U ofp and C-linear maps lj (j=I, ... , M) of
feU) to J x(U) such that I:j llP)Qj =P for any P in feU) and that the
restrictions lj 1.1(m)(uJ define continuous maps of /(m)(U) to J];'J(U).

Proof It is known (cf. p. 82 in [G-RD that there exist a neighborhood
U of p and continuous C-linear maps l, of ./(O)(U) to (!}!J;x(U) satisfying
I:ilf)qo(Qj)=f (f E ./(O)(U». Here (!)!Jlx(U) is a Frechet space with
the semi-norms I IK and ./(O)(U) is endowed with the topology induced
by the Frechet space «(!)!Jlx(U»)N. We fix a non-vanishing section r of (!)¥lx
defined on a neighborhood of p. For a Pin /(m)(U) we put liP)=
I:.ENRj.(z, D.) with Rj.(z, r;) E (!)t~;·J(U). Here R j• are inductively defined by

The lemma is clear by this definition.
The following lemma will be used in Section 2.
sequel we identify X with the zero section of T* X.

Q.E.D.
Here and in the

Lemma 1.3. Let / be a coherent left sub-Jx-Module of (J X)N (resp.
sub-tCx-Module of (tC x)N) and U an open subset of T* x-x. Then
/(m)(U)=C/ n (J];'J)N)(U) is closed in (J];'J(U»N (resp. (tC'xmJ(U»N under
the topology induced by (J'xmJ(U»N).

Proof Let {P.}.EN be a sequence in /(m)(U) which converges to
an element P of (J];'J(U»N. To prove P E /(m)(U) it is sufficient to
show that at any point p of U the germ P p defined by P is in / p. Under
the notation in Lemma 1.2 we put R, = lim lj(P.). Then I:j RjQj =
lim I:j llP.)Qj=lim P.=P, which proves Pp E (J x0/)p. Hence also in
the case when / isa coherent tCx-Module and Pp E (tC x):, we have Pp E
/
p because J x is faithfully flat over tC x.
..
Q.E.D.
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Let V be an involutory submanifold of T* X invariant under the
action of C and Iffv the sub-Ring of Iff x generated by the sheaf {P E IffjP;
O'l(P)lv=O}. Then in [K-O] we prove that Iffv is coherent and its stalks
are noetherian and we say that a coherent left Iffx-Module vIt has regular
singularity along V if vIt satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
(RS) Every coherent sub-Iff v-Module vitI of vIt defined on any open set U
is coherent over Iff!]).
(RS)' For every point p there exist a neighborhood U of p and a coherent
sub-Iff v-Module vIt(O) of vIt!u which is coherent over Iff!]) and satisfy Iff xvlt(O)
=vIt!u.
Moreover if the degenerate locus A={p E V -X; (tv l ~~~l7)idzi)(p) =O}
of V is holonomic (i.e. dim A = dim X at every non-singular point of A),
V is said to be maximally degenerate. Here tv is the inclusion map of V
into T* X. It is shown in [0 1] that in this case A is non-singular and V
is locally equivalent to {(z, 7)); Zl=7)2='" =7)d=O} with d=codim V by
a homogeneous canonical transformation. And we have the following
proposition, which is a generalization of the fact that every formal solution
of an ordinary differential equation with regular singularity converges.
Proposition 1.4 (Theorem 3.13 in [K-O]). Let vIt and vitI be systems
of micro-differential equations which have regular singularities along the
maximally degenerate involutory manifold V with the degenerate locus A.
Then

Let Y be an n-dimensional submanifold of the (I +n)-dimensional
complex manifold X, let Y b •• " Y l be non-singular hypersurfaces normally crossing at Yand let (t, X)=(tb .. " t l , Xb .. " x n ) be a local coordinate system of X such that Yj is defined by ti =0 (i = 1, .. " I). We put
V =1l".i;1(Y)- Ui~l Tt;(i)X -X,
A=Tt;xn V,

where

Using the local coordinate system (t, x, 1:, c;)=(t, x; ~i~l1:idti + ~'J~1 c;jdx j )
ofT*X, V={(t,X,1:,C;);t1=···=t l =0, 1:1=1=0, "',1:I=l=O}and
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A={(t, x, 7', ~); tl=· .. =t!=t;I=· .. =t;n=O, 7'1*0, ... , 7'!=FO}.
We remark that V is a maximally degenerate involutory submanifold with
the degenerate locus A. We denote by [Ji' [J, De. Dx and tDx the (vectors
of) operators tia/at i , ([J!> ... , [JJ, (a/at!> ... , a/at!), (a/ax!> ... , a/ax n )
and (tla/ax l, tla/ax z, ••• , tza/ax n ). For any min Z the sheaf ,g~m) on Y is
introduced in [K-O] whose sections consist of sections P of 1rx(,g!rm) IA)
satisfying the following equivalent conditions:
(1.4)

Each P is of the form

(1.5)

Let u be the generator of the system of micro-differential equations:

l

([Ji -Ai)u=O
au
ax!

(i = 1, ... , I),

au
aX n

-=···=-=0.

Then if Ai E C-{ -1, -2, ... } for i = 1, ... , I and if>(t, x) is a holomorphic
function, there exists a holomorphic function t(t, x) defined in a neighborhood of Y such that Pif>(t, x)u=t(t, x)u.
We put ,g, = UmEZ,g~m) and denote by ,g * the sub-Ring of,g, generated by {P E ,g~); O"I(P)Iv =O}, i.e. ,g *=,g~)[[J]. Moreover we put~' =
~xlyn,g, and ~*=~xlyn,g*. Then any section P of ,g~) (resp. ,g*)
satisfies ord Pa~S:I.BI-lal (resp. S:I.BJ) in the expression (1.4) and therefore
if a section P of ,g * is of order 0, we can regard O"o(P) IA as a section of
{!}y. Hence we can define a Ring homomorphism 0"* of ,g * onto {!}y[s]=
{!}y[sl' ... , s!] so that

{

(1.6)

O"*([Ji)=Si

for i=l, ... , I,

O"*(P)=O"O(P)IA

if ord P=O.

In [K-O] we say that the system of differential equations

on X has regular singularities along the set of walls {Y!> ... , Y!} if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(RS-O)

such that

There are differential operators

G~k

of order less than r j

+r

k -

ri
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holds for any j, k, where r. = ord p •.

(RS-l)

Pi

E

!!)*(Y)for i=l, "', I.

(RS-2)

Let ai(x, s) be homogeneous part of (J*(P i ) of degree ri (=ord Pi)'
Then the solution of a,(x, s)=· .. =a/(x, s)=O is only the origin s=Ofor
any x in Y.

To study a more general system of differential equations with regular
singularities we will weaken these conditions in Section 3.
Finally in this section we will define micro-differential operators with
holomorphic parameters. We assume that the manifolds X, Yand Y i are
of the forms X'XZ, Y'xZand Y~XZ(i=I,·· .,/), respectively. Here
X' and Z are manifolds of dimensions I+n' and n-n', respectively, with
an n'in N and therefore yl and Y~ are submanifolds of X' of codimension
I and 1, respectively. We always choose the local coordinate system (t, x)
=(t, x', x") such that x' = (x" .. " x n ') and x"=(x n '+" .. " x n ) are local
coordinate systems of Y' and Z, respectively, and Y i is defined by ti =0.
We put D""=(a/ax,, "', a/ax n,) and ~'=(~" "', ~n') and denote by 7r:x_z
the natural projection of X onto Z. Let Cx/z be the subsheaf of Cx
consisting of micro-differential operators P such that
(1.7)

for every holomorphic function ¢ on Z.

Since (1.7) equals

[P,x j ]=O{j=n'+l, ···,n),
P are of the forms P= ~j Pj(t, x', x", De. D x ') with Pit, x', x", T, ~') E
(9!jJx and called micro-differential operators on X' with a holomorphic

parameter x" in Z.

Moreover we put

!!)x/z=7r:x(Cx/z)
zC,=C, n 7r:x(C x/z 1,1),
zCr;') = zC, n Cr;'),

z!!)~m)= zc~m)

zC *= zC, n C~,

z!!)* =!!)* n!!) x/z 1,1,

<ffx/z=Um (Cx/z

nCD/(Cx/z nCY»,

and
.i1>(m)

-ll'm

1J'(m)/

1J'(j)

Z0* - _ z"'* z"'*'

n !!)x/z 1,1,
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Several Lemmas

In this section every situation is local. Therefore we fix a point in Y,
denote it by 0 and put Ao=A n it";1(0). The local coordinate system (t, x)
is cho~~n so that the point corresponds to (0, 0). For an m=(ml> .. " m L)
e RL and an a=(al> .. " aL) e ZL we put miJ = mliJ l + ... +mLiJ L and
Imal=mlal +· .. +mLa L. And for a u e R and a matrix S with components in it"x(J x 1,1) we put
(2.1)

S,,:=

l=:

Sa, ix, D"WaDi"fl

aENZ,lmfll=a

by the expression

Lemma 2.1 ([K-O]). Let m e R~, N e N+ and A e M(N; (zrff~»o). We
put uiA)=(Aij(X». Assume that [ajat., A]=Ofor lJ=l, '.', I and that if
i>j, then Aij =0, the real part of Ajj(O)-Atj(O) is non-negative and moreover
the number of the elements of the set {a e Nt; Imal=Ajj(O)-Aii(O)} is 0 or
1. Then there exists an invertible matrix U e M(N; (zJ~»o) with u*(U)
=[N such that [ajat.,U]=Ofor lJ=l, "', I and the matrix

is oftheform: u*«Bij»=u*(A) and if there exists an a(i,j) e N L satisfying
Aii(O)-Ajj(O)=lma(i,j)l, then Bij=Rilx, D",)Di"a(i.}) with a differential
operator Rij(x,D",) of order :S;:la(i,j)1 and otherwise Bij=O.

The above lemma is given in the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [K-O].
We assume there that m l, .. " m L are linearly independent over the field
of rational numbers. But concerning the statement in Lemma 2.1 we do
not use this assumption.
Lemma 2.2. lfm e N~, the U in Lemma 2.1 belongs to M(N; (zrff~»o).
Proof. Let W be a (1+I+n)-dimensional complex manifold with
the coordinate system (to, ••• , t L, XI> •• " x n ). Put q =(0; dto) e T* W
and iJo=toajato. For P e (zJ~»o with [ajat., P]=O (lJ= 1, ... , I), we put
P(or P-)= L-.J
'" P a,jl(x)Da;r;'D(m1-l)fll
••
h

·D(mL-l)PLD-lmPI
t1.

to

by the expression P= l=:(a,P)ENn'+LPa,p(x)D~,Di"p. Then P e (JW)q, [miJ, P]= [iJ o, P] and (PP')-=PP'. Therefore in Lemma 2.1, A and Be
M(N; (rffW)q) and U(iJo-A)'U-I=iJo-B, where A=(Aij) etc. This means
that the systems vIt: (,9o-A'}u=O and,Al: (iJo-B)v==O with column vec-
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tors u and v of N-unknown functions are isomorphic by the correspondence
u= Ov. Since these systems have regular singularities along the maximally
degenerate involutory submanifold defined by to=O and since q belongs to
the degenerate locus, Proposition 1.4 says Ov= Vv with a Ve M(N; (cS'W)q)'

The Spath type theorem for micro-differential operators (cf. [S-K-K],
Chap. II) shows that any section of .A' over a neighborhood of q has the
unique expression Cv with aCe M(l, N; cS'W) satisfying [8/ato, C]=O.
This means a e M(N; (cS'W)q) because [a/a to, 0]=0. Hence U e M(N;
(zcS'~»o) because in general P e (cS'~»q if and only if P e (zcS'~»o, which
Q.E.D.
follows from (Ll).
We will give other two lemmas for our purpose.
Lemma 2.3.

e!

Let L, Nand R e NH ap e C!-Z! and let b. e
Then there exists a f3 e N~ such that for

(u= 1, .. " L; ).1= 1, .. " N).

any p. and).l

(2.2)

lapf31 ~ Z

and

Ib.f3I::;t:lcf3lif c e Z! n( -R, oo)!-{b.}.

Proof Put Ip={a e Z!; lapal e Z} and I£={a j ; there exists a (0,
.. ,,0, aj' a j +1, •• " ax) e Ip}. Then It=Zkt with some kt e N. Put k=
IT k~*okt (1 if all kt are 0) and V={te R~; L.~~l (b.,j-cj)tj::;t:O for any
c e Z! n (-R, oo)!-{b.} and ).1= 1, .. " N}/R+. Since V is open dense
in R~/R+, we can choose a e N~ such that R+a e V and aj=l mod k
U=l, "', I). Then a ~ II' because (k;, "', k;)::;t:(1, ···,1).
Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4. Let m e N 1, Nand N' e NH

We assume that A and A' are of the forms:
Aij=A~j=O

if i>j,

Aij=Aiix, Dr')'

(2.3)

Aii = Ai (x"),

Aj, = Aj(x"),

A1(0) = Aj(O),

A1(0)-Aj(0) ~

A~j=O

Let /

A~j=A~ix, Dr.)

if A~(O)-Aj(OH

z,

z.

be a coherent left sub-cS'x-Module of

which is defined in a neighborhood of Ao and satisfies

if i <j,
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m.EJ.u=Au

mod,/"o

and m.EJ.u'=A'u'

Here u (resp. u') is the column vector of length N (resp. N') whose i-th component equals U i (resp. uD.
(i) Suppose,/" contains Pu+ P'u' with aPe (lrx(1f XIZ IJ): and a pi e
(lrx{1f XIZ 1,1)):'. Then for any ifJ{x", s) e {!} z[s] and any a e Z, r:ifJ{x", A)u
is a section of ,/" over a neighborhood of Ao.
(ii) Let Q e M{N; (lrX{If"'lzIA))O) and Q' e M{N'; (lrX{lfXtzlA))O) such
that
{m.EJ.-A){Qu+Q'u')=O

(2.5)

mod,/"o

Then Qu+Q'u'=.Q;{'u mod,/"o Moreover if ,/" satisfies the following
condition (2.6) and if (Q;{')ij =0 in the case Ai =Aj, we have Q;{'u=O
mod,/".
(2.6)

if ifJ{x")P e,/" with a non-zero ifJ e {!}z and aPe (If XIZ)N+N', then
Pe,/".
(iii)

if we replace If by ,ff.

The statements (i) and (ii) hold even

Proof. (i) We may assume a=O by considering (DW, DIP') in
place of (P, P') with a suitable 'C e Z!. We choose an open neighborhood
V of 0 in Z such that Ai and A~ are bounded and holomorphic in V,
1Ai(X")-A1{0) 1 <1/3 for any x" e V and inf"'''Ev,kEzIAtCx'')-A~(x'')+kl>O.
We put Cl=max{IAilv>IA~lv} and W={seC;lsl<C 1 +1} and define a
polynomial B.(s) e ({!}z{V))[s] by
B.{s) =

{Ii fi {S-Aj+i)\~-Aj-i)}N. {Ii IT {S-A~+i~(S-A~-i)}N'
-1
i=lj=l

-l

= {DJ1 (1- (S~2Aj)2
for every

].I

e N+.

i=Oj=l

r} .{Do D1 (1

(S~2~:+ 1 )

Then by the relations
m.EJ.Ptu*=[m.EJ., Pt]u*+Ptm.EJ.u*
=.Pt{A*+k)u*

mod,/"

and

( N* (A*-A1) )NO =0,

Jl

we obtain

-l

r'
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O=B.(m..9){(L:; P;;,)u+(L:; (P');;')u'}
kEZ

mod /

kEZ

={L:; P;;'B.(A+k)}u+{L:; (P');;'B.(A' +k)}u' mod /
kEZ

kEZ

=Pr;'B.(A)u+J.

mod /

with
J.={ L:; P;;'B.(A+k)}u+{ L:; (P');;'B.(A' +k)}u'.
Ikl>.

Ikl>.

Here (Pt, u*, N*, ... ) denotes (P;;" u, N, ... ) or «P');;', u', N', ... ).
Putting
B.(s+k)=

(NO)'

{;i

M.(X")Si-1 mod {9z(V)[s]

Dr (s-lj) )N*

( NO

with M. e (9 z(V), we have
(NO)'
B.(A*+k)= L:; M.(x")(A*Y- 1
i=l

and

with a suitable number C2 e R+ which does not depend on i, k and
Moreover if (x", s) e VXC, we have

l.I.

IB.(s)l~ {tIl (1 + (lsl~2 C )2) r ' {Do (1 + ([SI~2~);+ 1)r"
1

«2+(lsl+C1
Y)N"

)]1 {I +

([sl+~I+ 1)2r'+N"

=(2+(ls l+C1)2)R". {Sinh ,,(lsl+C1 + I)}N'+N".
,,(Isl+ C1 + I)
Hence there exists a Cg e R + such that
I

b*iklJ 1V=
<Clkl+!
3

for i=l, ···,(N*)2,keZandl.leN+.

On the other hand since the sequence {B.(S)}.EN + converges to a holomorphic function B(s) of (x", s) on VXC and the convergence is uniform on
V X W, the sequence {biO.}.EN + uniformly converges to an element b i of
(9z(V) for i = I, ... , N 2 and we have
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Therefore we can choose an F(s)

b -}=l

E

{9z(V)[s] satisfying

mod {9z(V)[S](}1 (s-Aj)f·

F(s)(t! i s i

Hence F(A)(L.:,biAi-1)=IN •
Letp=(O; L.:,i~l TSdt i ) be an arbitrary point in Ao. We choose compact neighborhoods K± of the points (0; L.:,i~l (2Ca)±miT~dti) in T* X, respectively, satisfying that rrxCK±)CX' X V and that /, P, pI, A and A' are
defined in a neighborhood of K+ UK_. Then there exist M j and ME R+
such that

for j

E

Z

and
for i = 1, ... , (N*)2.
Hence if we put K~={(t, x, T,';) E T*XI((2Ca)+m 1t 1, • • • , (2CarI'mttl' x,
(2caymlTlo . . . , (2caym'TI' .;) E K±}, respectively, and K=K: n K~, then K
is a neighborhood of p and
for any (k,j)
Let U be an open neighborhood of p contained in K.
r EN and L j E R+ so that

E

Then we can choose

for i = 1, ... , (N*Y and k
Hence for each v E N the above consideration proves

N2

<LM
=
j
j -

(

"lb. -b·1 +N 2

r L.-£

~Oli

t

V

i~l

+N12 L.:, q kl+l(2Ca)-lk l)
Ikl>·

"
Clkl+l(2C)-lkl
L..J
3
3

Ikl>.

Zz.

E

Z.
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which converges to 0 when v becomes infinity. Since P'!:'B.(A)u+J. is a
section of f, Lemma 1.3 shows that P'!:'(L: biAi-l)U is also a section of
f over the neighborhood U of p.Moreover since p is an arbitrary point
of Aoand O=::<p(x", miJ)F(miJ)P'!:'(L: biAi-l)U=P'!:'<p(x", A)F(A)(L: biAi-l)U
=::P'!:'<p(x", A)u mod f, P'!:'<p(x", A)u defines a section of f over a neighborhood of Ao•
(ii) The statement (i) and the equation (2.5) entail (miJ-A)Q':u
=::0 mod f, which equals
(2.7)

Q;;'(A+O')u=::AQ;;'u mod f (a

E

Z).

We put Qq,i=«Q;;')il,' ··,(Q;;')iN) and we shall prove Qq,iu=::Omodf
for each 0'*0 by the induction whose hypothesis is Qq,.u=::O mod f ~f
v> i. Then by the i-th components of (2.7) we have

If 0'*0, we can choose a G(s) E @z(s] satisfying (A+O'-Ai)G(A)=IN as in
the proof of (i) because A + a - Ai is invertible. Hence we have 0 =::
Qq,i(A+O'-Ai)u=::Qq,lA+O'-Ai)G(A)u=::Qq,iU mod f from (i). Thus
Q;;'u=::O mod f for any (J E Z-{O}.
Putting I(j)={v 11 :Sv::::;N', A~(O)=A;(O)} and QUl =(Q;.)l~i~N,.EI(j)
and u(J) = (U.).EI(j) and considering QUlU(J) in place of Qu, we have
(QUl);;'u(j) =0 mod f for any (J E Z andj = 1, ... , N' by the same argument as above because O'+A~(O)-Ai(O)*O. Then QUlU(J) =::0 and Q'u'=O.
Thus we have Qu+Q'u'=::Q'!:'u mod f.
We shall prove the last claim in (ii) by the same induction as above.
The hypothesis of the induction implies QO,iAu=::AiQO,iU mod f. Let E
be the diagonal matrix whose v-th diagonal componen.t equals 1 if A.=Ai
and 0 if A.*Ai' Then Qo,i(A+E-AJU=::O mod f because (Q'!:')iv=O if
A.=Ai' Since A+E-Ai is invertible for a generic x", there exists a polynomial H(s) with coefficients in the field of meromorphic functions of x"
such that (A+E-AJH(A)=IN. Since H(s) = <P-1L(s) with a <p E @z and
an L(s) E @z[s], we have O=::Qo,i(A+E-Ai)U=::Qo,i(A+E-Ai)L(A)u=
<PQo,iU mod f. Hence we have QO,iU=::O from (2.6) and thus. Q,!:,u=::O
mod f by the induction.
(iii) This is clear by the above argument and Lemma 1.3.
Q.E.D.
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§ 3. Systems of differential equations with regular singUlarities
Let vIt be a system of differential equations on X' with a holomorphic
parameter in Z, i.e. vIt is a coherent left ~x/z-Module on X=X'Xz.
We suppose vIt has N unknown functions UI> •• " UN' Let U denote the
column vector formed by Uj, " ' , UN and f the left sub-~x/z-Module of
(~X/z)N which annihilates u.
Then vIt is isomorphic to (~x/z)Njf.
Recall that Y~ (j = 1, .. " l) are nonsingular hypersurfaces of X' normally
crossing at yl.
Definition 3.1. The system vIt is said to have regular singularities
along the set of walls {Yi, .. "
with the edge Y' if there exists a
positive integer m such that the following condition holds:

ya

(3.1)

«(9y[S] (m)y = {u*(P); P E (z~*Y n (fly) and ord P<m}
+ «(9y[s](m-I))N.

In this sequel we study the system vIt which has regular singularities
along the set of walls {Yi, .. "
Then there exists a positive integer
M such that for any point in Y there exist a neighborhood V in Yof the
point and sections PI' ... , PM in «Z~*)N n f)(V) (i.e. P,u=O and Pi are
of the form Pi(t, x, {J, tDx.)) and the following condition holds in V: Put
m i = ord Pi' P[ =u*(Pi ) (=Pi(O, x, s, 0) by definition), j' = L:f!",1 (9y[s]P[
and Jl=«(9y[S])Njj'. Then Jl is a free (9y-Module of rank r with an
r EN. We call Jl an indicial equation of vIt.
The definition also implies that replacing M and PI> .. " P ,U if necessary, we may assume

Ya.

,lI

(3.2)

j' n ((9y[S] (k))N = L: (9y[s](k-m i )p[

for kEN,

i=l

but in general we don't assume (3.2) for PI' .. " PM in this sequel.
Let {VI> .. " vr} be a basis of the (9y-Module Jl and V the column
vector formed by vI, • • " Vr' Then there exist Q/ x) E M (r; (9 y( V)) such
that SjV = Q/x)V (j = 1, .. " l). The above condition implies that
[Q" Qj] =0 for i, j = 1, .. " r and that the system of the equations for
s=(sI> "', sz)
(3.3)

has r roots including their multiplicity, which we denote by
Alx)=(;/v,l(x), ·'·,Av,z(x))(v=I, .. ·,r)
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and call the characteristic exponents of Jt with respect to JI. For simplicity we assume that Av do not depend on x' E Y' but holomorphically
depend on x" E Z, that is,
(3.4)
Moreover we assume the existence of other M and P b • • • , PM (which
will be denoted by M' and P~, ... , P~" respectively) such that they satisfy
(3.2) and that the corresponding Av also satisfy (3.4).
In this section we fix a point 0 in Y and study the system Jt in a
neighborhood of O. Putting A: = Av(O), we may assume
(3.5)

if p>v.

Moreover, choosing {Dl' ... , Dr} suitably, we may assume
(3.6)

(Q"/X)vv=AvjX")
lQix)p,=O

We can choose A(x)

E

M(N, r; (!}z) and R(x, s)
a=A(x)D

(3.7)

(j=l," ·,l;v=l,·· ·,r),

if p>v or A: =1= A:.

and

E

M(r, N; (!}z[s]) such that

D=R(x, s)a.

Here a denotes the column vector of length N whose i-th component is
the residue class of (Oib .. " OiN) in JI and Oij denotes Kronecker's delta.
Hence (3.7) gives the isomorphim i/J between the two {!}z(s]-Modules

JI: pta = 0 (i = 1, ... , M)
and

Theorem 3.2.

Retain the above notation and assume (3.4), (3.5) and

(3.6).

( i ) <f! x®Jt is a system of micro-differential equations with regular
singularity along V in a neighborhood of A.
(ii) There exists a surjective homomorphism (j) of a system

of micro-differential equations with the column vector v formed by r unknown
functions v 1, •• " Vr onto the system <f! x®Jt in a neighborhood of Ao=
7r;l(O) n A where
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M(r~If~»,

J<T*(Qj)=Qj,

(3.8)

(

if A: - A~ ~ N! or p>v,

Qj)I'.=O

(Qj)p. = Q;,p,.(x, D ",,)D;: -1;' with some Q;,P,.

E ~y/z

if A: -A~

EN!.

Moreover the homomorphism is given by the correspondence
(3.9)

v=B(t, x, D t ,

with aBE M(r, N;

zlf *)

D~)u

satisfying

(3.10)

and there exists an A
(3.11)

E

M(N, r;
u=ABu

(iii)

zlf~»

such that

and <T*(A)=A(x).

Assume

(3.12)

for any p and v

or both
for any p and v

(3.13)

and
(3.14)

the equation ifJPu = 0 with a non-zero ifJ
implies Pu=O.

E {!} z

and aPE (If x/ z)N

Then if we fix a system .Af in (ii), the homomorphism i!J of .Af to
uniquely determined by the condition (3.10) or (3.11).

vi{

is

First we assume that Pi satisfy (3.2). Let p~(s) denote the homogeneous part of pt(O, s) of degree m i and let {c.(s); 1<v<r} be a subset of
C[S]N such that
(3.15)

for any mEN.

The existence of c. follows from (3.2).

Lemma 3.3. Let W be a neighborhood of the origin of C L , where L
is a positive integer. Let Pi(W, s) be vectors in (!}W[S]N satisfying Pi(O, s)=
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Then in a neighborhood of the origin we have

Proof By the assumption we have linear maps Ti of (C[s]<m)N to
C[s]<m-m i) and Rv of (C[s] <m)N to C such that f = ~ TtCf)pZ + ~ Rv(f)cv
for f E (C[s]<m)N and that Rv=O if deg cv>m. Let Ti and
denote the
@w-linear extensions of Ti and R v, respectively. For any g E (@w[s]<m)N
we inductively define gijEN) by go=g and gj+l=~i(pi-pnTtCgj)'
In a small neighborhood of the origin, ~j~ogj converges into an hE
(@wls]<m)N, so g= ~ Ti(h)pi + ~ RvCh)cv.
Q.E.D.

it

Proof of Theorem 3.2 under the assumption (3.2). Let C(s) denote
the matrix in M(r, N; C[s]) whose I)-th row equals cvCs). Put w=C(8)u.
First we want to prove

(3.17)
Put Pi =O"(Pi ), sj=tj"rj' tjj,=tj1:j"r;.l and ~~j=~~1:t Ci=I, "', M;j,j'=
1, .. " l; k= 1, .. " n'). Let W be a neighborhood of the origin of
c n +12 + n 'l with the coordinate system (x, tjj" ~kj)' Since Pi E (z!»*)N, Pi
are of the form Pi = ~1.I~miPa,iS· with some Pa,i E (@W)N. Let mEN.
For any QE (zt&' * nt&'~m)N we use the similar expression O"m(Q) = ~1.I~mqasa
with some q. E (@W)N. Since ~lal~miPa,iS·=PZ(s), Lemma 3.3 assures
the existence of /; E @w[s]<m-m i) and gv E @w such that ~/;Pi+ ~gvcv=
O"m(Q). Let Fi and Gv be sections of zt&' * with the principal symbols /;
and gv, respectively. Then Q- ~ FiPi - 2: Gvc/8) E (zt&' * n t&'~m-l)y, so
Qu E (zt&' * n t&'~m-l)Nu+(zt&'~))'w. Moreover, if m=O and Q E (@X)N, we
can choose/; and gv in @x such that Q= ~/;Pi+ ~gvcJ8). This implies
(@x)NUC(@xYw and therefore

Hence by the induction on m we have Qu E (zt&'~))'w. Since U;;;~o (zt&' * n
= zt&' *' we obtain (3.17).
Since t&'~) IA9(1t"xIA)-1(Zt&' *)=t&' ViA and <&'~) li29(1t"xIA)-\Zt&'~)=t&'~) lA' we
have (t&' V)NU=(t&'~)Yw by (3.17) and therefore (t&' v)'w=(t&' vYC(8)uc(t&' vyu
=(t&'~)Yw in a neighborhood of A. This proves Theorem 3.2 (i) by definition.
By (3.17) we have (8 j-Rj)w=0 for j=I, " ' , l with some RjE
M(r; zt&'~). Put W= C(s)u. The proof of (3.17) shows (sj-O"*(Rj»w=
0, u=Fw and u=O"*(F)w with an FE M(N, r; @x). Then the assumption
implies the existence of an invertible matrix H E M(r; @y) such that V =
<&,~m)
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Hw and H-1fLH =a*(Rj). Now we put v' =Hw and S;=HRjH- 1.
Then (.9-S;)v'=O and a*(S;)=Qj' By the Spath type theorem for
micro-differential operators we can choose Sj = M(r; zg~)) such that
(3.18)

(.9 j -Sj)v'=O

(j=I,·'·, I),

a*(Sj)=Qj and [ajat i , Sj]=O

(3.19)

(i,j=I, ... , I).

Since fi=a*(F)H-1v and v=HC(S)fi, we have A =a*(F)H- 1 and there
exists Kj(x, s) E M(r, N; @y[s]) such that B=HC(s) + .z= Ki(x, s)a*(Pi ).
Put A' =FH- 1 and B' = HC(.9) + .z= Kj(x, f))P i • Then
(3.20)

v' =B'u

u=A'v',

and
(3.21)
By Lemma 2.3 we can choose an m
1

(3.22)

.z= miA:,j-A~j)

E N~

l*lmlXl for any

such that

IX E

if A: -A~

E

Nl_p: -A~}
Zl,

j~l

if A: -

$Z

A~ $ Zl.

Put S = .z= mjSj. Then by Lemma 2.2 we have an invertible matrix U E
M(r; zg~)) with a*(U)=[r such that [ajat j, U]=O for j=l, ",,1 and
that the matrix T = mf) - U(mf) - S) U - I is of the form
a*(T)=.z= mjQj,

(3.23)

{ Tp.=T:,,(x, Dx,)D;~-';'
Tpv=O

if

A:-A~ E

if

A:-A~

with some T:"

N

E

!?Jy/z

l,

$Nl.

Now we want to show that the matrix B= UB' gives the desired
correspondence (3.9). Let l be a map of the set {A~, .. " A~} to itself
such that A~ -l(A~) E Zl for J,I= I, .. " r and that l(A:)=l(A~) if A: -A~
E Zl. Let D denote the diagonal matrix of size r whose J,I-th diagonal
component equals D;~-'(';). We put v=Uv', Tj=f)j-U(f)j-Sj)U-\
v=Dv, Tj=f)j-D(f)j-Tj)D-I and T=mf)-D(mf)-T)D- 1. Then
a*(Tj)=Qj and T j are of the form
(3.24)
with some Tj,p,v

E

!?Jy/x aI1d
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T •• = z::; miA.jx/l)-A~j + t(A:)j),
{ T ,. = T~,,(x, D :C') if A~ - A: e Zl,
l

(3.25)

if A~-A: iZl.

T".=O

Here we remark

_

(3.26)

_ {=O

T"P(O)-T•.(O) i Z

-A: e Zl,

if A~

if A~ _A: i Zl.

Since (m.[)-T)v=(.[)j-Tj)v=O, Lemma 2.4 (i), (3.25) and (3.26) show
(.[)j-Qj)v=O, where (.[)j-Qj)". equals 0 if A~ -A: i Zl and «.[)j-Tj)[{')".
if A~-A: e Zl. Put Qj=.[)j-D-1(.[)j-Qj)D. Then (.[)j-Qj)v=O and
if A~-A: i Zl, (Qj)".=O. On the other hand, if A~-A: e Zl,
(.[)j _ Qj)".=D;('p) -l""(.[)j _ Qj)".D;~-'('~)
=D;(lp) -'p«D;p-' (lp)(.[)j _ Tj)".D; (l~) -'~)[{')D;~- ,(l~)
=.[)jO",. - «Tj)im(,p-':) I)".·

Thus by (3.22) and (3.24) we have (Qj)".=O if A~ -A: i N l and
if A~-A: e N

l,

so QJ satisfy (3.8).

Moreover, putting B= UB' and A= U-1A', we have
v=Bu, u=Av=ABu, a*(A)=a*(U-1)a*(A')=A and a*(B)=a*(U)a*(B')
=B (cf. (3.20) and (3.21)). Hence we have Theorem 3.2 (ii) because Bu

satisfies .A'.
To prove (iii) we assume (3.12) or both (3.13) and (3.14). We moreover assume that the correspondence v=B1u with a Bl e M(r, N; zrC *)
also given a homomorphism ifJ1 of .A' to vIt. Put
T =m.[)-D(m.[)-

tl

mjQJ)D-t.

This T may be different from the T defined before but has the form (3.25)
with some T~,.(x, D x ') e P)y/z and satisfies (m.[)-T)DBu=(m.[)-T)DB1u
=0. Hence Lemma 2.4 (ii) and (3.26) show
DBu-DB1u=(D(B-B1)AD-1)DBu=LDBu,

where L

E

M(r; zrC,) and L".=O if A~ -A: i Zl, and

L".= «D(B - B1)AD- 1)".)[{' = D;;'-' ('p)«(B - B1)A)im(lp-l:) 1)".D;(l~) -l:

if A~ - A: e Zl.

Therefore if A~ - A: i N l , we have Lp. = 0 by (3.22)
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and if A~ =A~ and a*(B)=a*(B j), we have also Lpv=O. Thus if a*(B) =
a*(Bj)=B, the assumption and Theorem 2.4 (ii) prove LDBu=O, so
Bu=Bju and (/)=(/)j. Next assume the existence of an Aj E M(N, r; zg~»)
satisfying AjBju=u and a*(Aj)=A. Since BAfJ=fJ, there exists H/x, s)
E M(r;@y[sD such that BA+ ~~~lHix, s)(Sj-(1j)=Ir. Put J=BA 1 +
~}~lHix,iJ.)(f)j-Qj)-Ir' Then
a*(J)=O

and

DBu-DBIU=D(BAj-Ir)BIU=(DJD-l)DBlU.

Hence the same argument as above proves
Theorem 3.2 under the assumption (3.2).

(/)=(/)j.

Thus we have proved
Q.E.D.

Now we will examine the kernel of the map (/) in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.4.

Retain the notation .4, u, A, Q,

A~

etc. in Theorem 3.2.

Let

be a section of (zE&,y defined in a neighborhood of 0 such that Pu = 0 for
the generator u of.4. Put PA=R=(R 1, " ' , Rr) and

(3.27)
Fix a IJ

E

{I, .. " r} and arE N l and a polynomial

defined in a neighborhood of O. Then for every fJ- E {I, ... , r} put W =
and define a micro-differential operator Sis) E '/r(g X/Z !A)[S] by

r - A~ + A~

ifw~Nl,

(3.28)

ifwEN l ,

(3.29)
Then (/)(Gv) =0.
we have

(3.30)

Especially when

A~-A~ ~Nl

for fJ-E {I, .. . ,r}-{IJ},
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Proof under the assumption (3.2). Define the map t, meN!, De
M(r; C x / z ) and f e M(r; ~x/z) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Here
we can assume t(A~)=A~. Since PABu=Pu=O, we have W(PAv)=O
and W(PAD-1v) =0 with v=Dv. Here we remark (m-8-f)v=o and that
D is a diagonal matrix whose ,u-th diagonal component equals D:p-·(lp).
Now applying Lemma 2.4 (i) with CT = 0 to the kernel of Wand its element
D~PAD-'v,

we have S'v=O, where

S'=(S~,

"', S:) are defined by

(3.31)

for ,u=I, "', r.

Since p(x", -8+r) commutes with S', we have Ker W3
S'p(x", -8+r)Dv. Here we note that S'p(x", -8+ r)D = (S,(-8), .. " S,(-8)).
Thus we have W(Gv)=O. Since -8jv=QjV, the last statement in the theorem is clear if we put r=o and p= 1.

Proof of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4. Definition 3.1 implies the
existence of sections P~, .. " P~, of (z~ *)N n f on a neighborhood of
o such that the following condition holds: Put m~ = ord P~ and / ' =
:Er:l lrIy[S]CT*(P:). Then:li' = (lrIy[S))N//' is a free lrIy-module of rank r'
with an r' e Nand

for keN.

(3.32)

Moreover we may assume.4 is a quotient lrIy[s)-Module of :li'. Let p be
the natural projection of:li' onto:li. Then we can choose a system of
generators {v~, .. " v:'} of the lrIy-Module .4' such that the following
conditions hold: Let v' be the column vector oflength r' formed by the
generators and let Qj(x) e M(r; lrI y) with (Sj-m(x))v'=O forj=l, "', I.
Then there exists a subset I of {I, .. " r'} such that the number of the
elements of I equals r' -r and
(3.33)

p(v~)=O

(3.34)

m(x)""=A~,lx")

(3.35)

for ,u e I,
with

A~,lX") e

lrI z
(j=I, "', I; lJ=l, "', r'),

if ,u>lJ or A~(O)*A~(O)
or (.u,lJ)eIx({l,. ··,r}-l),

and
(3.36)

if ,u>lJ,
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where A~ denote the column vector of length I formed by A~,l> .. " A~, I'
Then we can apply Theorem 3.2 to vii and :11'. To avoid confusion
in this case, we denote by A', B', .Al', JII', Q~, v', A', B' etc. in place of A,
B, .Al, JII, Qj' v, A, B etc. in Theorem 3.2, respectively, and we will prove
Theorem 3.2 for vii and :11.
Then condition (3.33) says the existence of RI',j(x, s) e @y[s] such that
M

(3.37)

iJ~= L: Rl'jx, s)O'*(PJ(x, s)A'(x)V'

for fJ e 1.

j~l

We put RI'= L:~~1 Rl'jx, -O)Pj and apply Theorem 3.4 to RI' with r=o
and if! = 1. Then we have
(3.38)

r'

v'p. - L..J
'" Sp,1J(x , D x,)DA~t (0) - A;' (0) v' e Ker ([J'

for fJ e I,

11

v=l

where S",. e !!2y/z and S",.=O if A~(O)-A~(O) $ Nl_{O}. Let v" be the
column vector of length r formed by {v;; fJ $ I} and arranged by the same
order of the components of v'. Let G e M(r, r'; Z) with v" = Gv', Then
by using (3.38) we can define Fe M(r', r; zlff~») so that
([J'(v'-Fv")=O,

and then
with some
if

F:,. e

!!2y/z

AiO)-A~(O)

e N 1•

Since -OjV" =GQ~v'=GQ~Fv" mod Ker ([J', we put Qj=GQ;F. Then
it is clear that Qj satisfy (3.8). Moreover putting B=GB' and A=A'F,
we have Theorem 3.2 (ii).
Theorem 3.2 (i) is clear, and Theorem 3.2 (iii) and Theorem 3.4 are
proved in the same way as with the assumption (3.2).
Q.E.D.

§ 4. Definition of boundary values
We will define boundary values of hyperfunction solutions of systems
of differential equations with regular singularities. We remark that
Definition 3.1 contains a wider class of systems of differential equations
than the definition in [K-O] (cf. § 1).
In this section and the next, we denote by X an (l +n)-dimensional
real analytic manifold, by Y an n-dimensional real analytic submanifold
of X. We fix I hypersurfaces Yl> .. " Y 1 normally crossing at Y. We
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choose a local coordinate system (t, x)=(t h ••• , t!, XI, ••• , xn) of X such
that Y j is defined by tj=O. We denote by X+ the open subset of X
defined by tl>O, ... , t!>O. We call Y j the wall and Y the edge. We
denote by Z an n'-dimensional complex manifold with a local coordinate
system Z=(Zh ... , znl We denote by zfl)x the sheaf of differential
operators on X with holomorphic parameter Z in Z. If we denote a complex neighborhood of Xby Xc, then zfl)x=fI)xcxz/zIXXZ. Let.[=t s*x
denote the conormal spherical bundle over X in Xc. Let zC x denote the
sheaf of micro-differential operators which are defined on .[=t S* X and
have holomorphic parameter Z in Z. So any section of zC x is naturally
identified with a section of Cxcxz/z l1t"x~xZ<XXZ). To avoid using many
symbols, hereafter we use the same symbol X for Xc if there exists no
confusion.
Let z8l x (resp. zfl)i- and zd x) be the sheaf of hyperfunctions (resp.
distributions and real analytic functions) on X with the holomorphic
parameter Z in Z. If.'F is one of 81, fI)' or d and if U is an open subset
of X, then we denote by z.'F(U) the space of sections of z.'F x over Zx U
and by (z.'F(U))N the space of all the column vectors of length N whose
components are in z.'F(U). Also let z~ x denote the sheaf of microfunctions on .[=t S* X with the holomorphic parameter. For a section f of
z8l x , the corresponding microfunction is denoted by sp(f) and then sp(f)
is a section z~ x. If Z is a point, which means that we don't consider
the holomorphic parameter, then we usually don't write Z such as 81 x,
~x, etc.
Now we consider a system of differential equations

with N unknown functions U j which is defined on X and has the holomorphic parameter Z E Z. That is, vii is a coherent zfl) x-Module (zfl) X)N /,I,
where / = L,j zfl)xP~ with P~=(P~,j, ... , Pj"j). We assume that vii
has regular singularities in the sense of Definition 3.1. Moreover we
assume the condition (3.4) and the assumption after (3.4). Hence the
characteristic exponents Ah ... , AT of vii with respect to Jl are holomorphic functions of z. In a typical case, (J*(P i ) which are used to define the
indicial equation vi( do not depend on x. In this case we usually choose
A and B so that they aho do not depend on x. As in Section 3 we fix a
point 0 in YX Z and discuss the system vii in a neighborhood of O.
To define the boundary value f3(u) of a solution U E (81(X+ XZ)Y of
vii as in the way in [K-O], we will discuss solutions of the system .AI introduced in Theorem 3.2. Put
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(4.2)

1(V) = {,u E N; v:::;',u~r,
-J.:
{ J.;,j(z) = J.l'jz) - J.:,j + J.~j,
Rvjz, .[}j)=

n
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E

Nt},

(.[}j-J.;,/z»

I'El(v)

and define the system of equations

(j = 1, .. " I).

(4.3)

Then the v-th component Vv of every microfunction solution v of % satisfies
%~. We assume moreover that
(4.4)

ReJ.vjz) E R+

for any z E Z (v=l, "', r;j=l, "', I),

where for aCE C, Re C means the real part of C. We remark here that
this assumption is always satisfied if we consider u' = t~· .. t~u in place of
u with a sufficiently large number kEN because any component of characteristic exponents of the system satisfied by u' is larger by k than the
corresponding one of vIt. For any j and v we define a set of hyperfunction solutions {wl',v,itj' z);,u E l(v)} of the single equation
(4.5)
such that wl',v,j are hyperfunctions of tj with the holomorphic parameter
z and
(4.6)

if tj:::;'O and,u E l(v)

(4.7)

and that for any z(O) E Z, the solutions wl',vjtj, z(O» (,u E l(v» of %~,j
with z=z(O) are linearly independent over C. For example we may define
(4.8)
if

Wp,JJ,).(tJ' Z)=tJp,jez)(l
J

+JtJo s-l~,;eZ)-lw,

.(s, z)ds)

P. ,lid

J.: - J.: E Nt and ,u >,u' and there exists no element w in l(v) with ,u >

w>,u'.

Then for a E l(v)l, we define

(4.9)
Then putting (v) = (v, "', v) E l(v)l, we have
(4.10)
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Let 11(t, x, z) be any hyperfunction solution of the system vIt with
support contained in Cl x (X+)XZ, where Cl x (X+) denotes the closure of
X+ in X. Then using the Be zC * in Theorem 3.2, we uniquely define
Pa .•(x, z) e f!J yXZ (a e I(v), v= 1, .. " r) such that
(4.11)

B(t, x,

Z,

D t , Dx) sp(u)=sp(v(t, x, z»

with
(4.12)

vet, x, z).=

L:

Pa .•(x, z)wa .•(t, z)

aEI(.)'

in a neighborhood of A={(O, x, z; (r-T L: "tdtt) (0) e r-T S*(XXZ);
/} because the v-th component of the left hand side of
(4.11) is a solution of ,Af~. This is equivalent to say

"t =i= °for i = 1, .. "

sp(u)=A(t, x,

(4.13)

Z,

D t , Dx) sp (v(t, x, z»

with the A e M(N, r; zC~» in Theorem 3.5. Then we define the boundary
value f3(u) e (f!JyxzY of 11 on the edge Y by
for v=I," ·,r.

(4.14)

We remark that the condition f3(u)=O means 11=0 in a neighborhood
of YXZ. This is proved as follows: Suppose f3(11)=0 and sp(11)=i=O.
Let v the largest number satisfying sp(v).=i=O. Since Qj in Theorem 3.2
are upper triangular matrices, we have (8 j -.i1.,lz» sp (v). =0 for j= I,
"', I. Hence sp (v).=sp (t(x, z)t~('» with ate f!Jyxz and therefore
t=p(.) .• =O. This contradicts the assumption. Thus if f3(11)=0, then
sp (11) = and hence u= in a neighborhood of Y X Z because of Holmgren's theorem for hyperfunctions.
Let Zf!J(XH vIt) denote the space of all solutions of vIt which are
functions in (zf!JX(X+»N. Let 'if~(X+ XZ) denote the space of all distributions on X + X Z which can be extended to distributions on Xx Z and we
put z'if~(X+> vii) = zf!J(X+> vii) n ('if~(X+ XZ»N. Let u be an element of
zf!J(X+, vII). To define the boundary value f3(u) of u, we use an extension
theorem for u to a function 11 mentioned above. Then we require the
following assumption

°

°

(4.15) For any wall Y j there exist an mj eN and a matrix R j e M(N; z~*)
such that every component of R j is of order <mj and R j is of the form
Rj=Rlt, x, z, .fJj)+tjSlt, x, z,.fJ, Dx)
with [fi/ot j, Rj]=O and moreover det Rlt, x, z, s) is a polynomial of just
degree m jN for any (t, x, z) e Y j X Z.
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The condition (4.15) means that the equation Rju=O has regular
singularity along the wall Y j • Then we have
Lemma 4.1.

(4.16)

Assume (4.15) and moreover

det Rlt, x, z, k) =1=0 for any (t, x, z)

E

YjxZ and any negative in-

teger k.
We put Xj={(t, x) E X; t.>O for lJ=I=j}. Then for any u
there exists a unique i1 E (z88 X(XJ))N such that

(4.17)

E

z88(X+, vii)

itIX+XZ=U'
{ su~p i1cthe closure of X+ xZ in Xj XZ,
Rju=O.

The extension it has the following property:

(4.18)
Pit=O.

If Pu=O with

aPE M(I, N; z.@{) (i.e. P=P(t, x, z,.[), D x )), then

(4.19)
Proof If N = 1, the theorem is proved in Corollary 4.7 and Corollary
5.11 in [K-O] and Lemma 2.18 in [O-S] and Theorem 3.1 in [02]. We put

with matrices of differential operators Si,k of order <i. The assumption
says that So,o E M(N; z.s4 x) is invertible. Hence there exists an invertible
matrix V E M(N; zrff;P) defined in a neighborhood of (0; dt j) E T*(XX Z)
and satisfies R j = VWJ'J- L;flo1Ti.[)D with suitable Ti E M(N; zrff:i2l ).
Hence by the same argument in the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [K-O] , we
can prove that the map

is bijective, which corresponds to Corollary 4.6 in [K-O]. Then owing to
the flabbyness of the sheaf of hyperfunction, we have a unique it E
(88(XJ XZ))N satisfying (4.17) (cf. Corollary 4.7 [K-O]). Since Rl(}ZkU) =
(}ZkRjit=O and supp (}Zki1C Y j X Z and since the map (4.20) is injective,
we see that it E (z88(Xj))N.
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The above is proved also in an elementary way as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 in [02] by using Theorem 2.1 in [02], which mentions a
property of the operation of the adjoint of R j on the space of holomorphic
functions.
The proof of (4.18) is the same as that of Proposition 5.10 and Corollary 5.11 in [K-O]. On the other hand (4.20) holds even if we replace
!J#xxz by E1~xz, which is easily obtained by the same way as in the proof
of Lemma 2.18 in [O-S] (or Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 in [02] if we
use the fact that R)t, x, z, k) is invertible for any negative integer k). This
assures (4.19).
Q.E.D.
This lemma immediately implies the following (cf. the proof of
Theorem 5.12 in [K-O] and the argument before the Proposition 2.20 in
[O-S]):
Theorem 4.2. Assume (4.15) and (4.16) for j = 1, ... , I.
any u E z!J#(X+, Jt) there exists a unique ii E z!J#(X) such that

Then for

(4.21)

Moreover ifii E

z'if~(X+, Jt),

then 11

E

(zE1'(X))N.

Now we will define the boundary value ~(u) of u E z'%>(X+, Jt) when
Jt satisfies the condition (4.15). Considering t~· .. t~u with a large positive
integer k if necessary, we can assume the both conditions (4.4) and (4.16).
Then we have a unique extension ii satisfying (4.21). Then by (4.11)
and (4.12) and (4.14), we define ~(u)=~(ii)( E (z!J#(Y)),). Moreover if u E
z'if~(X+, Jt), then ~(u) E (zE1'(Y)), because of Lemma 2.19 in [O-S] (cf.
Proposition 2.20 in [O-S]).
Definition 4.3. Assume that the system Jt with regular singularities
along the set of walls {Y), ... , Y z} satisfies the condition (4.15). Then we
can define the map of taking the boundary values
~: z!J#(X+, Jt)~(z!J#(Y))"

(4.22)

U

U

z'if~(X+, Jt)~(zE1'(Y)Y

in the way mentioned above. The lJ-th boundary value ~(u)., which will be
denoted by ~>(u), is called the boundary value of u with respect to the characteristic exponent i1,(z).
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If a function u E (z8l x Y satisfies Rju=O with the R j in (4.15), then
supp sp(u) is contained in the set {(t, x, z;
Q::: ~idXi + L.1: j dt j )=) E
r-t T* XXZ; det (umiRj»(t, x, Z, 1:, ~)=O}. Hence by the argument in
Proposition 2.15 in [O-S] proves

.v=-r

Theorem 4.4. We fix a z(O) E Z. Then there exists a neighborhood
V of Y in X which has the following property: If a function u E z8l(X+, Jt)
satisfies [3(u(t, x, z(O») = 0, then u(t, x, z(O» is identically zero in V n X +.

Now we consider the coordinate dependence of the definition of
boundary values. We only consider the coordinate transformation (t', x')
o--+(t,x) of the form t~=cit,x)tj with cj(t,x)Ed x satisfying cj>O.
Hence Y j (resp. X+) are also defined by t~=O (resp. ti>O, "', ti>O).
Define the line bundle over YX Z
(4.23)

L •• = (T:,xz(XX Z»®···,(Z)0· .. 0(T: zxz (XX Z»®···Z(Z).
y

y

Then the following theorem gives a sufficient condition for [3.(u) to
be a hyperfunction section of L •• (,) (cf. Theorem 5.8 in [K-O]):
Theorem 4.5.

We fix a lJ

E

{I, .. " r} and define

I(lJ)' = {,u EN; lJ<,u<r and A~ -A~ E N!-{O}}
U {,u

E

N; lJ<,u~r, A~ =A~ and 7;h./z)-=I=O with a suitablej}

and

for a small neighborhood V of 0 in Z.
(i) The definition v8l(X+, Jt). does not depend on the choice of local
coordinate systems.
(ii) For any u E v8l(X+, Jt)., the hyperfunction valued section
(4.24)
of L •• depends neither on the choice of local coordinate system nor on generators P" .. " PM to define JI. It depends only on the zd y[s]-Module JI
and its basis v" .. " vT •
(iii) Let aCt, x, z) be a non-vanishing function in zd x' For any P E
z~ x and any f E z8l(X+o Jt)., we put P"'=aPa- 1 and denote by [3:(af) the
lJ-th boundary value of afwhich is defined by replacing Pi and P~ by Pf and
P;"', respectively. Ifwe do not change JI and v" .. " vn then
(4.25)

[3~(af)=a(O,

x, z)[3.(f).
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We remark here that JI is defined by (zd y[S])N/.L;~1 zd y[s]O'*(P i )
with suitable PI' .. " PM E z22* satisfying Piu=O and that JI is a locally
free zd y-Module of rank r (cf § 3).
Define the zd y[s]-Module
(4.26)

with a free basis

IV,

over zd y and put

(4.27)

with one unknown w,.
defined by
(4.28)

(4.29)

Let JI, be the quotient zd y[s]-Module of JI
for f1

E

for f1

l(v)'

E

l(v)'

with rp and v, in Theorem 3.2. Let r (resp. f) denote the natural projection of ztff *®vII (resp. JI) onto vii, (resp. JI,). We note that v8#(X+, vii),
={f E v8#(X+, vii); sp(j) is a solution of vii,}. To prove Theorem 4.5
we prepare the following
Lemma 4.6. (i) The definition of vii, depends neither the choice of
local coordinate system nor the choice of.Ai' in Theorem 3.2
(ii) There exists a homomorphism of.Ai', to vii, which is defined by
W,= e/t, x, Z, D t , Dx)ru with a e, E M(1, N; ztff *) and uniquely determined
by the condition
(4.30)

(iii) Assume (4.4) and (4.16). For any f E v8#(X+, vit)" let
extension in Theorem 4.2. Then sp (j) is a solution of vii, and
(4.31)

sp(f3,(f)(x, z)t~(Z)= e,(t, x,

Z,

J be the

D t , Dx) sp(j).

Proof Put l(v)" ={v+ 1, v+2, .. " r}. Only in the proof of (i) and
(ii), we denote by JI, and vii, the corresponding ones which are obtained
when we replace l(v)' by l(v)" in the definition. Then we will prove (i)
and (ii) by the induction on the number of the elements of l(v)". We
remark that without changing the condition (3.8) for Qj' we can assume
l(v)'=l(v)" by changing the order of the basis {Vb"" v r }.
Assume v=r. Then JI,=JI and vII,= ztff*®vII and therefore (i) is
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trivial. Put C. the last row of B in Theorem 3.2. Then C. satisfies (4.30)
and the correspondence w.o-+C.u clearly defines a zlff *-homomorphism of
..!V. to .,It.. Moreover the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2
(iii), which is based on Theorem 2.4, proves the uniqueness assertion in
the lemma.
Assume J)<r. Then by the hypothesis of the induction, we see that
the definition of .,It. + 1 and the image of the homomorphism do not depend
on the choice of coordinate systems. This proves (i) because .,It. is
naturally isomorphic to the quotient of .,It>+1 by the image. Define Qj E
M(J);zlff~) by Qj.I'I',=Qj,I'P' for p,p'=l, "',J). Let v(J) denote the
column vector formed by the residue classes of tl>(v l ), .. " tl>(v.) in .,It•.
Then ..9 jV(J) = Qjv(J) for j = 1, .. " I. Since Qj satisfy the same property
as (3.8), we can prove (ii) by the same argument as in the case when J)=r.
The statement in (iii) clearly follows from (ii) and the definition of
the boundary value f3.(!).
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4.5.

Lemma 4.6 (i) clearly implies Theorem 4.5

(i).
First assume the conditions (4.4) and (4.16). Then Lemma 5.9 in
[K-O] and Lemma 4.6 prove Theorem 4.5 (ii) (cf. the proof of Theorem
5.8 in [K-O]). On the other hand it is clear that ;;j =aj in (iii). Then if
we put C~=a(O, x, z)C.a- 1 with the C. in Lemma 4.6 (ii), then
sp(f3~(af)t~(')= C~ sp(aj).

This follows from Lemma 4.6 (ii).

Since

C~ sp (aj) =a(O, x, z)C.a- 1sp (aj) =a(O, x, z) sp (f3vCf)t~(Z),

we have (ii).
Now we consider the general case. F or a k E Z, we put t k = t
t ~.
Let k be a sufficient large positive integer so that u(k) = tku satisfies the
conditions (4.4) and (4.16). Then Pi' Pi" R j and Sj change into Pi(k)=
tkPit-\ Pi,(k)=tkPir\ Rj(k)=tkRjt- k and sik)=Sj-k, respectively.
Let (t', x') be another coordinate system. Then t;=cit, x)t j with Cj>O.
Hence under the coordinate system (t', x'), u(k) changes into u(k)' =au(k).
Here we put a=clt, X)k . .. Cl(t, X)k. Moreover Pi' Pi" R j and Sj change
into PiCk)' =aPi(k)a- l , P~.(k)' =aPi,(k)a- 1 and Rik)' =aRik)a-1 and
sik)' =sik), respectively. Hence under the coordinate system (t, x) we
have f3~(t'ku)=a(O, x)f3.(t ku) owing to what we have just proved. Let f3~
denote the map of taking the J)-th boundary value under the coordinate
system (t', x'). Then we have

r ..

f3~(t'kU)

= f3~a(t'ku)CI(O, X)"·.l(Z) + k . .. Cl(O, x),v.l+ k.
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Since ~~(u)=~~a(t'ku) and ~.(u)=~.(tkU) by definition, we have the statement in (ii). Moreover the same argument as in Lemma 5.13 in [K-O]
assures that the definition of ~.(u) does not depend on the choice of k.
The statement in (iii)is clear from (ii) and the same statement under
the conditions (4.4) and (4.16).
Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.7. Let JI": Pi'u" =0 (i = 1, ... , M") be another system
of differential equations with regular singularities along {Y
Y 1}, where
Pi' are in (zg) X)N and u" is a vector of N unknown functions. Suppose JI"
has the same indicial equation JI and also satisfies the conditions to be able
to define the boundary values of the solutions. For any f E v86{XH JI)., the
'V-th boundary value off defined by using vIt", vIt and Vb ... , vr coincides
with ~.(f) iff is also a solution of vIt".
j,

••• ,

In fact, to prove this we may assume M"> M and Pi=P:' for i = 1,
... , M' (cf. (4.1». Then the corollary is clear from Lemma 4.6.

§ 5.

Ideally analytic solutions

The concept of ideally analytic solutions is introduced by [K-O].
We will generalize this in our situation. We will use the same notation
and consider the same system vIt with regular singularities as in Section 4.
Definition 5.1. A solution u{t, x, z)
analytic if and only if ~(u)={zd y)'.

E

z86{X H JI) is called ideally

Let 7r denote the natural projection of (r-t S* X) X Z {or (T* X)
XZ) to XXZ. We identify {r-t StX)XZ and (TtX)XZ with
r-t stxz{XX Z) and Ttxz{XxZ), respectively. For a coherent left
zg),- Module vIt' we put

where (ze&' x)p is the stalk of ze&' x at p.

Then we have

Theorem 5.2. For the system vIt={zg)x)N//, we put
vIt' = {zg)n N/(/ n (zg),)N).
Then if
(5.2)

all the solutions in z86{X+, JI) are ideally analytic.
Proof It follows from the definition of the boundary value that
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zfJ(XH vii) is ideally analytic if and only if

supp(sp(~)) In- 1(YXZ)C(-vCT SfX)XZ,
.........

(5.3)

where k is a non-negative integer and t kU is the extension which is used
to define the boundary value. On the other hand it follows from Sato's
fundamental theorem (Chapter II, Theorem 2.1.1 in [S-K-KD that (5.2)
implies (5.3).
Q.E.D.
For simplicity we assume hereafter that Z is a point, which means
that we do not consider holomorphic parameters. Hence the characteristic exponents are elements of ct. Put {.ill} U ... U {.q = {.il~, .. " iq so
that the condition i =/= j implies A~ =/= A;.
Theorem 5.3.

Assume a solution u(t, x)

(i)

E

fJ(X+, vii) is locally of

the form
(5.4)

u(t, x)=

z= ait, x)tcJqllog t)
j

near the edge Y, where the sum is finite and aj E M(N, 1; .91x), c j E ct.
q j E C[log t] and log t = (log tb •. " log t t). Then u is ideally analytic.
(ii) There exist finite number of polynomials qi,J(lOg t) E C[log t}
such that any ideally analytic solution u E fJ(X H vii) has the expression
(5.5)
with suitable ai, j E M(N, 1; .91x) near the edge.
Let u(t, x) be the ideally analytic solution of the form (5.5). Fix a
Ii E {I, "', r} and also fix a k E {I, "', r'} so that A~=A•.
If f3iu)=Ofor
any f.t with A.-AI' E Nt, then ai,j=Ofor any i and j satisfying A~-A~ E Nt.
On the other hand, if f3.(u)=/=O and f3iu) =0 for any f.t E {I, "', r} with
A~-AI' E N!-{O}, then
ak,j(O, x)qk,llog t) is not identically zero. More
precisely, ifu E fJ(XH viI). (cf Theorem 4.5), we have

z=j

(5.6)

f3.(u)(x) =

z= B(x, ..9+A~).akjO, x)qk,llog t).
j

To prove the theorem we prepare
Lemma 5.4. Let L be a positive integer and let C j be upper triangular
matrices in M(L; C) (j = 1, .. " I). Suppose any diagonal component of
C J is not any negative integer. Put

for i = 1, .. " n,
(5.7)

for j

= 1,

.. " I.
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Thenfor any P

E

(C,)L, we have

(5.8)

Puo=p(t, x)uo

with a suitable p E (.91 x)L. Moreover if P=P' mod I:t (CnLa/ax, with a
P' E C*' then we can choose p so that p(O, x)= I:aEN!Pa(x)Cfl . .. Ci! with
(1*(P) = I:aEN! Pa(x)S".
Proof

By Spath's theorem for micro-differential operators, we have

S~ and R E (C,)L.
Since R E (C,)L, R is of the form R=
I:aEN1Ra(x)D;a with the locally uniform estimate in a complex neighborhood of Y:

with St,

lim la1vIRa(x)/llall<oo.
1"1_ 00

This shows that I:aEN!taRa(x) n~=1 n~-(.I(Cj+k)-1 converges to an element pet, x) of (.91 x)L, which implies thelemma. In fact, by the equation

Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Considering tku if necessary, we may assume
(4.4) and (4.16).
(i) We may moreover assume Re cj E R~. Then u(t, x) yet) (=
I:j ajtcJqtClog t)) is well-defined, where yet) is the product of Heviside's
functions Y(tl), .. " Y(tL)' Since .[)jt"./.=Cjt"./., Pu(t, x) has the similar
expression I:j a~(t, x)t~q~(log t) for any P E !fJ{. Here {c~}={Cj}' Hence
if Pu=O for aPE M(l, N; 9J{), then P(uY(t))=O, which means uY(t) is
the extension u used to define the boundary value. Since supp sp(uY(t))
c.f=l SfX, we see that u is ideally analytic.
(ii) Let P E C*. Then for any aCt, x) E .91x and a E Nt, we can
find ait, x) E .91x such that
L

(5.9)

P sp(a(t, x)(log 1)"tt)= I:

a,

I:

i=1 p,=o

ait, x)8fl . .. .[)~I sp((log Wtt)

and

In fact, sp«(log t)"ft) satisfies the system
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for i = 1, ... , n,
(5.11)

for j=I, ... , l.
~ E

Using the matrix equation for {.9jw(a);
we have
(5.12)

N

l,

O~~j ~aj

for j

= I,

... , l},

I
at
PaCt, x) w(a) = ~ ~ ait, x),,9 fi w(a)
i~l fii~O

by Lemma 5.4 with suitable a p Ed x satisfying (5.10). This means (5.9).
In the definition of ~(u) we may assume wajt) (cf. (4.9)) are contained in {(log t)fit~; ~ E N l }. Then
(5.13)

(B(t, x, D x , D t ) sp(u)).= ~ 'l/ra,.(x) sp((log t)at~).
a

Here the sum is finite and we remark that 'l/ra,. E d y because u is ideally
analytic. Since sp (u) = AB sp (u) with the A E M(N, r; <t~)) in Theorem
3.2 and since for an LEN the space spanned by {sp«(log t)at~); I ::;::a i ::;::L,
1::;:: i::;:: l} over C is invariant by the maps iJ j' the above argument proves
(5.14)

sp(u)= ~ aajt, x) sp((1og t)at~)
a,j

with suitable aa,) E M(N, I; d x). Then by Holmgren's theorem for
hyperfunctions we have (5.5) in the intersection of X+ and a neighborhood
of the edge Y. Moreover the above argument also proves Theorem 5.3
(ii) except for (5.6).
We note that the systems of the equations J/': a*(Pi)(x, iJ)u=O
(i=I, ···,M) and Y: (iJj-a*(Qj)(x,iJ))V=O (j=I,·· .,l) are equivalent by the correspondence u=a*(A)(x, iJ)V and v=a*(B)(x, iJ)u. We
fix a v E {I, ... , r} and assume u E 86l(X+, Jt). and define vet, x) E ('1&' xY
by
(5.15)

if Ap4A.,
if Ap,=A.

ti E {I, ... , r}. Then the condition (3.8) assures that vet, x). =
f3.(u)(x) sp(t~) and vet, x) is a solution of the system Y, which implies
C1*(B).(x, iJ)a*(A)(x, iJ)v(t, x)= ~.(u)(x) sp(t~). Combining this with (5.9),
(5.10), (5.13), (5.15) and the equation sp(u)=A(t, x, D x , Dt)(Bsp(u)), we
for

have (5.6) because a*(A)(x, iJ)v(t, x)= ~j ak,j(O, x)tfqk,llog t) under the
notation in the last part of Theorem 5.3.
Q.E.D.
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case.

Now we will review the definition of boundary values in a simple
Hence suppose Z is a point and

(5.16)

for ,u,II=I," ',r

and
(5.17)

Qj are diagonal matrices.

Moreover suppose that q*(P i ) do not depend on x. Here Pi are the
operators used to define the indicial equation. Consider the system of
differential equations
(5.18)

(i=I,.' .,M).

We remark that (5.17) is equivalent to say that there exist r independent
solutions of the form
(5.19)
with suitable S~ E M(N, 1; C). We arbitrarily fix U(II) and define A E
M(N, r; C) so that the II-th column of A coincides with S ~ (II = 1, .. " r).
We can find aBE M(N, r; C[s]) so that AB(f)) L:: C.U(II) = L:: c.u(lI) for
any c=(c b
(5.20)

•• "

cT) E CT. By using these A and B, we can define the map

fi~: &9(X+ • .A)-----+{hyperfunction

sections of L ,.}

which has the following property: If fi.(u)=O for any 11=1, .. " r, then
= in a neighborhood of the edge. Put {AI> .. " AT} = {A~, .. " A~'} so
that A~*A~ if i*j. If U is ideally analytic (i.e. all fi.(u) are analytic), then
U

°

r'

U= L:: S1,(t, X)tl~

(5.21)

i-1

with suitable S1, E M(N, 1; d x) which satisfies
(5.22)

f: S1,(O, X)t = t
ll

i=l

v=l

fi.(u)S~tJ.·.

We remark last that for each i, the equation

stCo, x)=O implies that

Si(t, x) is identically zero.

§ 6. Induced equations
In this last section, we will discuss differential equations which are
satisfied by the boundary values defined in Section 4. We use the same
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notation and the system Ji with regular singularities as in Section 4.
Especially we use the same notation /, Ji, 5, A, Jl, Qj and JV, A, B, Qj
and the characteristic exponents AI, .. " AT'
For example, for any solution of v1f, we can define its boundary value
on every wall. Then the boundary value satisfies many differential equations and the system of the equations also has regular singularities. It is
very important to consider such induced equations. One of the application of the result here will be found in [MaO].
Theorem 6.1.
l.i

E

Fix a solution u(t, x, z)

E

z86'(X+, v1f) and an index

{1, .. " r }. Denoting by GEM (r; Z) the diagonal matrix whose i-th

component equals 1 if A~ = A~ and 0 otherwise, put f3iu) = Gf3(u).
f3i(U) =0 for any i

(6.1)

E

{I, .. " r} with

(i) Let pet, x, z, -9, Dx)
solution of the system
{

(6.2)

Especially when

E

A~ -A~ E

(zf2,)N with pu=o.

Nt-{O}.
Then f3*(u) is a

P(O, x~z' s, Dx)A(x, z)s·w=O

(a

Sjw= Q/x, z)w

(j=l,"',r).

A~

=1= A~ for any i

E

E

Suppose

Nt),

{I, ... , r} - {l.i}, we have

(6.3)

(ii)

Let P(t, x, z, -9, Dx) E M(N; zf2D.

with a scalar Q
Then
(6.4)

E

Suppose Pu=O and

zf2y[sJ and moreover suppose Jl does not depend on x.
Q(x, z, A,(Z), Dx)f3,Cu) =0.

Proof We may assume (4.4) and (4.16). Then the statement in
(i) immediately follows from the definition of the boundary value and
Theorem 3.4 with r=o and 1>=s·.
Since Jl(z, s)A(x, z),:=:.Ir mod L;J zdy[s](sj-Qj)' we have (6.4) by
considering Jl(z, -9)i P in place of P satisfying the condition A~ = A~ . Here
Jl(z, S)i denotes the i-th row of Jl(z, s).
Q.E.D.

To define boundary values we assumed (4.15), which assures that the
system Ji has regular singularities along any subset of the walls (at least
after the coordinate transformation tjt---+t~ with a suitable k E N+). Hence
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it is natural to discuss the boundary value problem corresponding to this
subset of the original walls and the induced equations for the boundary
values.
Fix an l' eN so that 0<1' <I and put t =(t', til) with t' =(tb ... , t L,)
and til =(tl'+b ... , tl). In the same way, we put '{)'=(8', .{).II) and s=
(s', S"). We assume that there exist P~' e (/ n (z!2J*)~ such that the
system of differential equations

.,It':

(6.5)

P~'u=O

(i=l, ... ,M")

has regular singularities along the set of walls {Yb ••• , Y I ,} with the edge
Y' = Y1 n ... n Y I ," Let vIt' be the indicial equation defined by P~' and
let .i!f, ... , .i!:, be the characteristic exponents. Then we moreover assume
the following: q*(PD e,}', any characteristic exponent does not depend
on (til, x) but holomorphically depends on z and there exists a similar
system which satisfies (3.2) together with the above conditions.
For example, the system Rju=O (j = 1, ... , I') satisfies all the above
conditions if the following hold: Any R j belongs to M(N; z!2J*), q*(P)
belongs to ,}' for any row P of R j , and any root of det Rlt, x, z, s) Iy, xz
=0 does not depend on (til, x) e Y' but hoiomorphically depends on z
forj=l,···,I'.
Using the system .,It', we can define the map of taking the boundary
values
(6.6)

where Y~ is an open subset of Y' defined by t L'+I>O, ... ,/1 >0.
characteristic exponent .i!~ and put
(6.7)

Fix a

zP-l(X+> Jt)~={u e ZP-l(XH Jt); J3~(u)=O in the intersection of a
neighborhood of Y and Y~ for any i e {l, ... , r'} satisfying .i!;(0).i!~(0) e Nt' - {On.

Let G' e M(r'; Z) be a diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal component equals 1 if .i!~(0)=.i!~(0) and 0 otherwise, and put J3~(u)=G'J3'(u).
Then Theorem 6.1 proves that
(6.8)

{

P(O, til, x, Z, s', .{).II, 0, tIDx)s'aA'(t", x,

z)J3~(u)=O

(IT,-G')J3~(u)=O

with
(6.9)

s;J3~(u)=Q;(t",X,Z)J3~(u)

(j=l,· ·.,1')

(a e N

L'),
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for any pet', til, X, Z, .[)', .[)", t'D"" t" D",) e (J n (Z~*)N). The equations
(6.8) and (6.9) assure that f3~(u) satisfies a system of differential equations
with regular singularities along the set of walls {Y, + 1 n Y', .. " Yr n Y'}
with the edge Y. We will determine its indicial equation.
We remark that in a neighborhood of 0 we have the following direct
sum decomposition as zd y[s]-Modules
(6.10)

where

and
L'

.:«*={w e.:«; wen zdy[s](st-.<;(O)t)w}.
i=1

Then it follows from the definition of f3' that the map induced by a t-+
A'G' H'a defines the projection map of 1 onto 1*.
Now consider the system of differential equations (6.8) for Pi (i = I,
.. " M) which are used to define 1. Then its indicial equation, which
is a coherent zd y[s"]-Module and will be denoted by 1", also has a
structure of a e[s']-Module. So we consider it as a zd y[s]-Module.
Then .:«" is naturally isomorphic to 1* as zd y[s]-Modules.
Put
z3l(Y~, .A'*)={u*(t", x, z)

e (z3l(Y~»"; u* is a solution of
(6.8) and (6.9) for any P e (J n (z~*)N)}

andI*={lJe{l, ... ,r}; ('<~1' ""'<~L')='<;(O)} and letr"be the number
of the elements of 1*. Then we can define the map of taking the boundary values

because the desired extension of the solution is assured by the induced
equations corresponding to RtCj=I' + I, .. " I). On the other hand, we
can also define the map
f3*: Z3l(XH .4}----+(z3l(Y»,"
w

u

w
~(f3.(U».EI.

Here we denote by A', H', A' and B' (resp. A", H", A" and B") the
matrices which are used to define f3' (resp. f3"), corresponding to the
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matrices JJ, B, A and B used to define f3.
so that f3* = G*f3. Then we have
Theorem 6.2.

Fix a matrix G*

E

M(r", r; Z)

For given f3 and f3', we can define f3" so that

(6.11)

on

z~(X+, vIt)~.

More precisely, we have the following:
Given Band B' corresponding to f3 and f3', respectively, we can define
B" so that

for all microfunction solutions u of ztff *0v1t satisfying Biu=o for any i
{I, .. " r'} with A~(O)-Ai(O) E N l' -{O}.

E

We remark that A' and B' are originally defined in a neigh-

Proof

borhood of
A'={(t, x, z; ~1"idti+ ~~jdxj)

E

(T*X)XZ; tl=O, "', tl,=O, 1"1*0,

"',1"l,*O,1"l'+I=O, ···,1"l=O'~I=O, ""~n=O,(t,x,Z)E V},

where V is a small neighborhood of

°in Xx Z.

Since P;' are of the forms

our construction of A' and B' in Theorem 3.2 shows that A' is of the form
A'(t, x, Z, D t" {)", D,,}= ~ A~(t, x, z, {)", Dx)Di/
aENl'

and B' is of the form
B'(t, x, Z, D t" {), Dx)=

~

~ B~jt,

x, z, {)", Dx)Dva{)'fo

!tll~ordB',.sENl' aENl'

with matrices A~ and B~,fo of differential operators of order ;:::;;[a[ which are
of the above forms. Let
(6.13)

({)i-Qi(t", x, z, {)", t"Dx, Dt,))v'=O

for i = 1, .. " I'

be the system which is obtained by applying Theorem 3.2 to define f3'.
Then the estimate (1.1) assures that A', B' and Qi are defined in a neighborhood of
A~={(t, x,

z; ~ 1"idti + ~ ~jdxj)

E

(T* X) X Z; tl =0, .. " tl =0,

1"1*0, ...• 1"1'*0' ~I=O, "', ~n=O, (t, x, Z) E V}.
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Applying Spath's theorem of micro-differential operators to BA', we define
C E M(r, r'; z,g' *) by
l'

cet", x, z, D x , Dt)=BA'+ 2:: Rl9i-Q~)
i=l

with suitable matrices Ri of micro-differential operators.
C(t", x, z, D x , D,)=

2::

Ca(t", x,

Z,

Put

D x , D,,,)D;;".

aENlI

Let 1 = z,g' *u be the direct sum of the system satisfied by Bu and that
by B'u with the vector u of the generators of z,g' *®vIt, and put

- (0 C)
0 EM (r+r,, z,g'*).

C= 0

Then the correspondence u>---*Cu gives. a z,g' *-endomorphism of 1. Hence
by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (iii), we have

-- (00 C')
C
0 u-b
y putt·mg
U=

if

(6.14)

a=(A~l'

... , A~l,)-A~(O)

E

N

1',

otherwise.

This means Bu=BA'B'u=CB'u=C'B'u. On the other hand, if u(t, x, z)
E zf!J(X+, vIt);, then B' sp(u(t, X, Z»i =0 for i E {I, ... , r'} satisfying
A;(O)-A~(O) E N 1' -{O}. Hence by putting B"=G*C'G', we have
if u

E

zf!J(X+, vIt);.

Moreover (6.14) proves B" is of the form B"(t", x, z, D x , D;'). Thus we
obtain the desired B" and by using B" we can define 13" so that (6.11)
holds.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.2 immediately implies
Corollary 6.3.

Under the notation in Theorem 6.2, we have

zf!J(X+, vIt);={u

E

z,qj(X+, vIt); f3.(u)=O for any

l.J E

{I, ... , r}

which satisfies A;(O) - (A~h ... , A~ I')

E

N

1' -

{O}}.

Especially, if A~(O)*(A~l' ... , A~!,) for l.J=I, ... , r, then f3;(u)=O in a
neighborhood of the edge Y for any u E z,qj(X +, vIt)~. On the other hand,
for a given l.J E {I, ... , r}, if (A~1' ... , A~I,)*A;(O) for i = 1, ... , r', then
f3.(u)=Ofor any u E z,qj(XH vIt) •.
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In fact, the first statement is clear from Theorem 6.2 with Theorem
4.5, and the second and last follow from Theorem 6.2 with Theorem 4.4.
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